Celebrity
Wedding?
Kate
Hudson & Boyfriend Danny
Fujikawa
May
Be
Headed
Towards Engagement
By Marissa Donovan
Kate Hudson and Danny Fujkawa getting serious! According to
EOnline.com, the celebrity couple are at the point of their
relationship where getting engaged is a possibility. Hudson’s
celebrity dating history might suggest that she enjoys being
with musicians like Fujkawa, due to being married to Black
Crowe’s Chris Robinson and engaged to Muse’s Matt Bellamy. The
actor may be hesitant to get married after past experiences,
but she does enjoy being in committed relationships. Mother
Goldie Hudson already approves of Fujikawa and has called him
a wonderful person. Maybe wedding bells are in the future for
this pair!

There may be a celebrity wedding
coming down the pipeline! What are
some ways to know you’re ready to
marry your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Serious relationships can lead you to wondering if marriage is
the next step. Here are some signs you know you’re ready to
marry your partner:

1. Time doesn’t matter: Many people consider pacing themselves
before jumping into the next step in their relationship. If
you and your partner find yourselves enjoying each moment
without worrying if you’re going too fast, then you may be
ready to consider marriage.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Kate Hudson Travels to
Cambodia with Boyfriend Danny Fujikawa
2. Your families approve: Like Goldie Hawn, your families
input is always nice to have before making the next move in
your relationship. If your families think you and your partner
make a great couple, then think about writing wedding vows
soon!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Does Kate Hudson Use Dating
Apps?
3. You see a future together: If you already see a happy
outcome of your current relationship, then obviously marriage
is a great idea for you and your partner!
What do you predict for this celebrity couple? Let us know in
the comments!

